
Henneken & Accomazzi 2012

Papers with data links are more highly cited.



Pepe+ 2014

Links in papers decay over time.



We searched MAST for HST WFPC2 or WFC3 
coeval Hα and [O iii] images of PNe available by 
March 2013. This search yielded Hα and [O iii] 
images for 103 PNe obtained through the F656N 
and F502N filters, respectively

Guerrero+ 2013

We present a catalogue of photometric and 
structural properties of 228 nuclear star clusters 
(NSCs) in nearby late-type disc galaxies. These 

new measurements are derived from a 
homogeneous analysis of all suitable Wide Field 

Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) images in the 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) archive.

Georgiev & Böker 2013

Getting data from tables is slow and difficult.



MAST DOI Project: TL;DR
• MAST now provides permanent identifiers (DOIs) to user-defined 
& predefined data sets 

• For the last year STScI authors have been asked to add DOIs for 
their MAST to their AAS Journals papers at submission 

• Authors from 18 new institutions will be added in 2018, and 
everyone in 2019 

• The MAST DOI tool is available to anyone: just search “MAST 
DOI” 

• DOIs “mandatory” for all JWST publications 



Authors are queried on submission

About ~85% of authors comply with request



Updated Query Instructions
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18 New AAS Q Institutions:



31 papers published so far with DOIs



• How high priority is this project? 

• Would an initiative to make DOIs for large 
samples of objects be useful for users (e.g. a 
permalink to 30,000 rows of data in a 
database)? 

• How can / should we manage push back / lack 
of uptake? 

• Current plan is to chase non-compliant JWST 
authors from arXiv posts (same as ALMA). Is 
this a good or bad idea? Should we pilot with 
something else?


